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BOARD OF ;rRUSTEES.
REV. EDWARD A. HIGGINS, S. J.,
PRESIDENT.
REV. C. D. DRISCOLL, S. J.,
VICE-PRESIDENT,
REV. P. ]. ROOS, S. J.,
TREASURER.
REV. H. L. MAGEVNEY, S. ].,
CHANCELLOR.
REV. HENRY A. SCHAPMAN, S. J.,
SECRETARY.
,
REV. J. A. FASTRE, S. J.
REV, THOMAS B. CHAMBERS. S. J.
FACULTY.
REV. EDWARD A. HIGGINS, S. J.,
President.
REV. HENRY A. SCHAPMAN, S. j.,
Vice-President and Prefect of Studies.
REV. P. J. RODS, S. J.,
Treasurer.
REV. H. L. MAGEVNEY, S. j.,
Professor of Philosophy.
MR. H. J. VOTEL, S. J.,
Professor of Mathematic!;, Astronomy, and the Natural Sciences.
MR. M. P. DOWLING, S. J.,
Rhetoric.
REV. JAMES J. O'MEARA, S. j.,
Poetry.
MR. JAMES O'CONNELL, S. J.,
Humanities.
5MR. E. D. KELLY, S. J.,
First Academic.
MR. F. J. BERBERICH, S. J.,
Second Academic.
MR. C. B. SULLIVAN, S. ].,
Third Academic.
MR. M. A. McGINNIS, S. ].,
Second Business Class and First Grammar Class.
MR. C. F. BILL, S. J.,
Second Grammar Class, Division A.
REV. P. A. KRIER" S. J.,
Second Grammar Class, Division B.
MR. J. D. MATHERY, S. J.,
Third Grammar Class.
REV. ]. A. FASTRE, S. J.,
Professor of French.
MR. HERMAN GEROLD,
Professor of Music.
PROSPECTUS.
THIS Institution, known at present as ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, was
established October q, r831, by the Rt. Rev. E. D. Fenwick, D. D.,
the first Bishop of Cincinnati, under the name of the "Athencezan."
In the year 1840 it was given over by the Most Rev. Archbishop J.
B. Purcell, D. D., to the Fathers of the Society of Jesus, who have
cOTlducted it ever since under the title first mentioned. It was in-
eO!lilOorated by the General Assembly of the State in 1842. In 1869
aFl act was passed, which secures to the Institution a perpetual char-
ter and all the privileges usually granted to universities.
The course of study embraces the Doctrines and Evidences of the
'Catholic Religion, Logic, Metaphysics, Ethics, Astronomy, Natural
Philosophy, Chemistry, Mathematics, Rhetoric, Composition, Elocu-
tion, History, Geography, Book-keeping, Arithmetic, the Latin,
Greek, English, German and French Languages, Vocal and Instru-
mental Music. The College is provided with suitable Chemical and
Philosophical Apparatus, and possesses a valuable Museum, contain-
ing a large collection of Mineralogical and Geological· specimens.
The Library numbers about 12,000 volumes. There are also select
libraries for. the use of the students.
The scholastic year consists of but one session, beginning 011 the
first Monday of September, and closing on the last Wednesday of
June, on which day, after due examination of the classes, the An-
nual Commencement Exercises are held.
All who complete the Classical Course receive the degree of
Bachelor of Arts. They can afterw~rdsobtain the degree of Master
of Arts, by devoting one year more to the study of Philosophy, or
two years to any of the learned professions.
7Test exercises are given every month 11l the 'Several branches of
study taught in each class, the standard being twenty merit-notes.
The result of these competitions is registered ill a book kept for that
purpose, so that by applying to the President or Vice-President, pa-
rents may, at any time; know the standing of their sons in class.
At the close of the session the merit-notes received for all the
monthly exercises on each subject-matter are added together, and a
prize is awarded to the student who has obtained the highest number.
Once every month, in tl;e presence of the Faculty and students,
badges of distinction for proficiency, and testimonials of good con-
duct and diligence, are bestm'i'ecl upon the most deserving.
Monthly bulletins, stating conduct, application and attendance,
are given to the students; and parents are requested to demand them
from their sons at the beginning of each month.
Pun.ctual attendance is earnestly recommended. Parents are re-
gularly informed of the non-attendance of their sons, who, in case of
absence, are invariably required to bring a note of excuse to the Pre-
fect of Studies. In order that the lessons may be prepared with
proper assiduity, parents are requested to insist on their sons study-
ing at home for two or three hours every evening. When students
are to be withdrawn from the Institution, due notice should be given
the President.
The College is opened every morning at 7 o'clock. Those who
come before the time of class proceed at once to their respective
recitation rooms, and ?evote the interval to private study. All the
Catholic students are required to be present at 8~ o'clock to hear
Mass, which begins at that hour. At 9 o'clock A. M. the regular
exercises of class commence, and close at 4 o'clock P. M.
When a pupil presents himself for admission, he is examined by
the Prefect of Studies, and placed in the class for which his previous
attainments have fitted him. If he comes from another College, he
is required to bring satisfactory testimonials from the officers of that
Institution. During the session a student may be promoted at any
8time that he is found qualified to enter a higher .class. None are
received as boarders in the College.
In general, though the government of the Institution is rather
mild than severe, yet, for the'maintaining of order and discipline,
~vithout which good results are not attainable, strict obedience, assid-
uous application and blameless conduct are required of every student.
Any serious fault regardihg these essential points renders the offender
liable to effective correction, and even to dismissal, if this be de~med
"necessary by the Faculty.
Order of Daily Exer(yises.
- Mass.
Latin.
- Greek.
Recess.
German, French, or Physi~s.
Recess.
Penmanship, Study, or Religious Instruction.
Mathematics or Arithmetic.
English, Geography, History.
3
4
-109
8~- 9
2
3
10 -10%,-
lOr,(-··r 1
II -II%
II~-I;/z
I~- 2
Terrns.
The session is divided into quarters, beginning, respectively, about
the 1st of September, the 15th of November, the 1st of February,
and the 15th of April. In all cases payment must be made semi-
annually or quarterly, in advance. No deduction is allowed for ab-
sence, save in case of dismissal or protracted illness.
For tuition, per session of ten months, $60 00
" " in Instrumental Music, per lesson, 50
" "in Vocal "" month, 5°
N. B. The charges for Music are to be paid to the Professor.
Students of Chemistry· and Natural Philosophy pay $10.00 per
session for the use of apparatus.
Graduates of the Institution pay a fee of $5.00 on the reception
of their diplomas.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
THE instruction given at this Institution embraces thus far two
distinct courses-the Classical and the Commercial.
I. THE OLASSIOAL OOVRSE.
The Classical Course is designed especially to qualify young men
for the study of the learned professions, and aims at imparting a
thorough knowledge of the classics. It consists of two Departments
-- the Collegiate and the Academic.
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.
The Collegiate Department comprises four classes: Philosophy,
Rhetoric, Poetry, and Humanities, which answer, respectively, to the
Senior, Junior, Sophomore and Freshman classes of other colleges.
PHILOSOPHY.
LOGIC, METAPHYSICS AND ETHIcs-Liberatore Instit. Phil.; Jouin's
Compend. Phil. Mor.; Hill's Philosophy for reference.
MATHEMATICS Loomis' Differential and Integral Calculus.
ASTRONOMy-Snell's Olmsted.
PHYSICS-Silliman's Principles; Youman's New Chemistry.
RELIGION -Lectures.
RHETORIC.
LATIN-Cicere's Orations; Odes and Satires of Horace; Agricola
of Tacitus.
GREEK - Demosthenes' Orations; Discourses of S. John Chrysos-
tom; Sophocles or Euripides.
ENGLISH-BIair's Rhetoric.
IO
MATHEMATIcs.,.--Loomis' Surveying; Spherical Trigonometry; Ana-
lytical Geometry.
PHYSICS-Silliman's Principles; Youman's New Chemistry.
RELIGION-Lectures.
POETRY.
LATIN-Cicero's De Seneetute and De Amicitia; Virgil's ./Eneid.
GREEK-Homer; Xenophon; Goodrich's Prosody.
ENGLISH-Blair's Rhetoric; Hart's Composition and Rhetoric.
HISTORY Fredet's Ancient.
FRENCH- Telemachus.
MATHEMATICs-Loomis' Geometry; Plane Trigonometry.
RELIGION Lectures.
HUMANITIES.
LATIN-Yenni's Grammar; Arnold's Prose Composition; Cicero's
Letters; Livy.
GREEK--'Goodrich's Grammar; Arnold's Prose Composition; Jacob's
Greek Reader; Xenophon.
ENGLISH-Hart's Composition and Rhetoric.
HISTORY ..- Fredet's Modern History; Fredet's Ancient History.
FRENCH- Keetel's Method.
MATHEMATIcs-Loomis' Algebra; Loomis' (;eometry.
RELIGION-Perry's Instructions.
INTERMEDIATE CLASS.
The object of this class is to enable young men, who have already
made a good course of English and Mathematics, to enter, afte:" a
year's study, into one of the higher or collegiate classes. The text·
books used, and the matter taught, vary according to the proficiency
of the student.
II
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
The Academic Department is preparatory to the Collegiate,and
corresponds to the High Schools of our country. It comprises
three classes.
FIRST CLASS.
LATIN-Yenni's G·rammar; Arnold's Prose Composition; Cornelius
Nepos; Cresar de Bello Gallico.
GREEK -Goodrich's Grammar; Arnold's Prose Composition; Jacob's
Greek Reader.
ENGLISH-Murray's Grammar and Exercises.
HISTORY-Fredet's Modern History.
. GEOGRAPHY O'Shea's'Comprehensive Geography NO.3.
GERMAN -Ahn's Method; Menge's Reader.
MATHEl\1ATIcs-Loomis' Algebra.
BooK-KEEPING-Mayhew's.
RELIGION- Perry's Instructions.
SECOND CLASS.
LATIN-Yenni's Grammar; Arnold's Prose Composition; Viri Illus-
tres.
GREEK-Goodrich's Grammar; Arnold's Prose Composition; Jacob's
Greek Reader.
ENGLISH-Murray's Grammar and Exercises.
GERMAN-Ahu's Method; Menge's Reader.
HISTORY - Goodrich's History of the United States.
GEOGRAPHy-O'Shea's Comprehensive Geography NO.3·
ARITHMETIc-Ray's Practical Arithmetic.
RELIGION-Catechism of the Archdiocese.
THIRD CLASS.
LATIN-Yenni's Grammar; Epitome Historire Sacrre.
GREEK-Brooks' First Greek Lessons.
ENGLISH-Murray's Grammar and Exercises.
GERMAN-Ahn's Method; Menge's Reader.
12
HISTORv-Goodrich's History of the United States.
GEOGRAPHV-O'Shea's Comprehensive Geography NO.2.
ARITHMETIc-Ray's Practical Arithmetic.
RELIGION-Catechism of the Archdiocese.
--0--
.IL THE OOMMEIlOIAL o()"lTIlS.E.
The Commercial Course is designed to qualify young men for th<:
various branches of business life. It consists of two Departments-
the Business Department and the (~rammar Department.
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT.
The Business Department is devoted tu purely C:ommercial studies,
and intended to be an immediate preparation for business-life. It
comprises two classes.
FIRS'I' CLASS.
BOOK-KEEPING-Bryant & Stratton's Counting-house Book-keeping.
COMMERCIAL LAw-Theophilus Parsons.
ARITHMETIc-Ray's Higher Arithmetic.
ENGLISH-Hart's Composition and Rheturic.
GERMAN-AIm's Method; Menge's Reader.
RELIGION-Perry's Instructions.
SECOND CLASS.
BOOK-KEEPING-Bryant & Stratton's High School Edition.
ARITHMETIc-Ray's Higher Arithmetic.
ENGLISH-Murray's Grammar and Exercises.
GERMAN-AIm's Method; Menge's Reader.
RELIGION - Perry's Instructions.
GRAMMAR DEPARTMENT.
The Grammar Department is intended mainly as a p~eparation for
the Business Department. It likewise admits pupils who wish to
follow the Classical Course, and who are not yet sufficiently advanced
in English to begin the study of Latin and Greek. It comprises
three classes.
FIRST CLASS.
ENGLISH-Murray's Grammar and Exercises.
HISTORy-Goodrich's History of the United States.
GEOGRAPHy-O'Shea's Comprehensive Geography NO.3.
ARITHMETIc-Ray's PraCtical Arithmetic.
GERMAN-Ahn's Method; Menge's Reader.
RELIGION-Catechism of the Archdiocese.
SECOND CLASS.
ENGLISH-Murray's Grammar and Exercises; Hazen's Speller and
Definer j Young Catholic's Fourth Reader.
HISTORY -Goodrich's History of the United States.
GEOGRAPHy-O'Shea's Comprehensive Geography NO.2.
GERMAN-AIm's Method j Menge's Reader.
ARITHMETIC-Ray's Practical Arithmetic.
RELIGION-Catechism of the Archdiocese.
THIRD CLApS.
ENGLISH-Murray's Small Grammar j Hazen's Speller and Definer j
Young Catholic's Fourth Reader.
HISTORy-Gilmour's Bible History.
GEOGRAPHy-O'Shea's Comprehensive Geography NO.2.
GERMAN-Ahn's Method; Menge's Reader.
ARITHMETIc-Ray's Rudiments, or Ray's Practical Arithmetic.
RELIGION-Catechism of the Archdiocese.
SOCIETIES.
THE PHILOP£DIAN SOCIETY,
Founded in 1841, is composed of students belonging to the Collegiate
Department. Its principal object is to foster a taste for literature
and eloquence. It meets once a week to exercise its members in
debate, and invites the attendance of honorary as well as regular
members.
01J'FICEBS.
FIRST TERM.
MR. M. P. DOWLING, S. J., President,
" LOUIS KELLINGER, 17ice-President.
" WILLIAM OVERBECK, Recording Secretary.
" FRANCIS LASANCE, Correspo1tding Secretary.
" JAMES MOLONY, Treasurer.
" GEORGE BAST, ~
" WILLIAM WALSH,5 Censors.
" LEDYARD LINCOLN, } Committee
" ALBERT DIERCKES, on
" RICHARD CORCORAN, Debates.
SECOND TERM.
MR. M. P. DOWLING, S. J., President.
" LOUIS KELLINGER, Vice-President.
" WILLIAM OVERBECK, Recording Secretary.
" FRANCIS LASANCE, Corresponding Secreta?)'.
" JOHN KUHLMAN, Treasurer.
" ALBERT DIERCKES, }
" BERNARD GREIFENKAMP, Censors.
" RICHARD CORCORAN, I Committee
" WILLIAM WALSH, ~ on
" GEORGE BAST, J Debates.
IS
THE GERMAN LITERARY SOCIETY
'Was organized October 5, 1868. It holds its meetings weekly, and
by means of debates, essays, and oratorical composition affords its
members an opportunity of acquiring ease and fluency in the use
of the German language.
OFFICERS.
FIRST TERM.
REV. P. A. KRIER, S. l, President.
'MR. WILLIAM OVERBECK, Vi'ce-Presz'dent.
" ALBERT REINHART, Recordi1zg Secretary.
" CHARLES KOEHLER, Correspo1zdingSecretary.
" AUGUSTUS PECKSKAMP, Treasu-rer.
" CHARLES WORPENBERG, Librarian.
" WILLIAM HOPPE, } ,..
vensors.
" HERMAN OLDEGEERING,
" JOHN KUHLMANN, I Committee
" ALBERT DIERCKES, ~ on
" FRANCIS MOORMANN J Debates.
SECOND TERM.
REV. P. A. KRIER, S. J., President.
MR. ·WILLIAM OVERBECK, Vice-Presz'dent.
" FRANCIS LASANCE, Recording Secretary.
" ALBERT REINHART, CorreSpOtldZ7zg Secreta?)I.
" AUGUSTUS PECKSKAMP, Treasurer.
" CHARLES WORPENBERG, Librarian.
" WILLIAM HOPPE,} r
ve1Zsors.
" JOHN \VILKE,
" JOHN KUHLMANN, I Commz'ttee
" FRANCIS MOORMANN, ~ on
" ALOYSIUS KOHMESCHER, j Debates.
16
THE STUDENTS' LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Was established in I865. It possesses a large number of select
works in the various departments of English literature, and is open
to the members twice a week.
In connection with the library is a commodious reading-room,
which affords those resorting to it ample opportunities of becoming
acquainted with the current news, and of forming sound opinions
upon all important questions. The leading Catholic journals, home
and foreign, magazines, reviews and a numerous collection of works
of reference are daily at the service of the members.
The President is appointed by the head of the Faculty; the other
officers are elected by the members of the organization.
OFFIOERS.
FIRST TERM.
MR. E. D. KELLY, S. J., President.
" LOUIS KELLINGER, Vice-President.
" JOHN KUHLMANN, Secretary.
" JAMES MOLONY, Treasurer.
" ALBERT DIERCKES, I
" FRANCIS LASANCE, ~ Librarians.
" FRANCIS MOORMANN, j
" CHARLES HUMMEL, }
" GEORGE BAST, Censors.
" JOHN HEMANN, Curator.
SECOND TERM.
MR. E. D. KELLY, S. J., President.
" LOUIS KELLINGER, Vice-President.
" ALOYSIUS KOHMESCHER, Secretary.
" BERNARD GREIFENKAMP, Treasurer.
, , ALBERT DIERCKES, I
" WILLIAM HOPPE,t Libranans.
" WILLIAM BROCKMANN, j
" JAMES MOLONY, }
" OSCAR ;a'KANE, Censors.
" JOHN HEMANN, Curator.
CATALOGUE OF STUDENTS.
OLASSIOA.L OOURSE.
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.
CLASS OF PHILOSOPHY.
BLAU, JOHN
BOEH, CHARLES
BRUHL, THEODORE
GRIMM, ADOLPH
ROWEKAMP, HENRY
SCHRODER, CHARLES
CLASS OF RHETORIC.
6
BAST, GEORGE
GREIFENKAMP, BERNARD
HEMANN, JOHN
HUMMEL, CHARLES
KELLINGER, LOUIS
MOLONY, JAMES
OLDEGEERING, HERMAN
OVERBECK, WILLIAM
PECKSKAMP, AUGUSTUS
WALSH, WILLIAM
WILKE, JOHN
II
CLASS OF POETH.Y.
CLOUD, JOSEPH
CORCORAN, RICHARD
DIERCKES, ALBERT
HOPPE, WILLIAM
KOHMESCHER, ALOYSIUS
KUHLMANN, JOHN
LASANCE, FRANCIS
LINCOLN, LEDYARD
LITTLEFORD, WILLIAM
MOORMANN, FRANCIS
0' KANE, OSCAR
REINHART, ALBERT
RIELAG, ' JOSEPH
SEBASTIAN I, FRANCIS
'WHELAN, 'VILLIAM
18
CLASS OF HUMANITIES.
ARZENO, JOSEPH
AUSTING, ALOYSIUS
FITZGERALD, CHARLES
FLANNERY, JAMES
Foss, JOHN
HART, THOMAS
HOEFFER, MICHAEL
HOGAN, JOSEPH
KOEHLER, CHARLES
KUHLMANN, GEORGE
LANG, FRANCIS
MARA, FRANCIS
NOERTKER, HENRY
NOLAN, WILLIAM
TOBIN, WILLIAM
WORPENBERG, CHARLES 16
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
FIRST CLASS.
BAUMANN, JAMES
BROWN, MARTIN
BEALER, G~ORGE
CORCORAN, MICHAEL
DOEBELE, FRANCIS
DOHERTY, CHARLES
DOHERTY, FRANCIS
DROPPELMANN, . JOSEPH
HICKEY, JOHN
ARCH INGER, JOHN
BABBITT, WILLIAM
BERENS, BERNARD
BROCKMANN, WILLIAM
BURCKART, CHARLES
EILERS, MICHAEL
ELSTRO, CHRISTOPHER
FREY, THEODORE
GALVIN, JOHN
KELLY, MICHAEL
LANGE, HENRY
MCGUIRE, DENIS
MOOR MANN , ROBERT
NEVILLE, MARTIN
RYAN, HUGH
RYAN, RICHARD
SCHRODER, GEORGE
TANSEY, HENRY
SECOND, CLASS.
GERDES, HENRY
GREVER, EDWARD
GROTE, JOSEPH
HEALY, JOHN
HEMANN, FREDERIC
HERIDER, DANIEL
HICKEY, CHARLES
HURMANN, HENRY
KELLY, JOHN
18
KINSELLA, JAMES
KLEINE, FREDERIC
KLIMPER, JOSEPH
LAMMERT, GEORGE
LAMPING, FRANCIS
McKEOWN, JOHN
MOELLER, HERMAN
Moss, HENRY
MURPHY, JAMES
NOLAN, THOMAS
ALF, JOHN
BECKER, BERNARD
BIDENHARN, FRANCIS
BRAY, GEORGE
BULLETT, ROBERT
BYRNE, JOHN
CONNERS, THOMAS
DARMODY, JAMES
DICKHAUS, CHARLES
DILLON, JOHN
FOELLER, HENRY
HAEFNER, JOHN
HAHN, SIGISMUND
HEARN, THOMAS
HELLEBUSH, ALPHONSE
HINES, THOMAS
HOMAN, JOSEPH
O'BRIEN, MATTHEW
OTTING, BERNARD
SHEE, JOSEPH
TEMPLETON, JAMES
V EERKAMP, JOSEPH
VONDERAHE, GEORGE
VOSS, CLEMENT
WEILER, JACOB
WENSTRUP, FRANCIS
WOLKING, WILLIAM
THIRD CLASS.
KONNERMANN, ALOYSIUS
LANGELIER, JOSEPH
MACKE, BERNARD
McKEOWN, JOSEPH
NOONAN, ROBERT
O'NElL, THOMAS
OTTKE, JOHN
PEASLEE, MARSHALL
POLAND, LAWRENCE
PROEPPERMANN, HENRY
PULS, BERNARD
SCHNEIDER, LOUIS
STEHLE, BERNARD
TINLEY, CHARLES
VARELMANN, JOSEPH
\VULFEKUHLE, JOHN
33
20
COM MERCIA 1.1 OOU liS E.
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT.
SECON D CLASS.
BRAMLAGE, BERNARD
BUTLER, JOHN
FEIGHERY, WILLIAM
J aNTE, EMILE
MARA, DENIS
MCGUIRE, MICHAEL
O'BRIEN, RICHARD
PUNING, JOHN
RYAN, THOMAS J.
WYNN, JOHN 10
GRAMMAR DEPARTMENT.
FIRST CLASS.
BAKER, ANDREW
BICKETT, CORNELIUS
BROWN~ JOHN
CARNEY, JOHN
CONNERS, JAMES
DOYLE, HUC;1-1
DRURY, ]Al\H:S
DUMLER, M1CHAI':r.
GERWE, EmVARD
HAARMEYER, BERNARD
HAN LON, PETI'~R
HOCTER, JAMES
KLINCKHAMER, HENRY
LANI;E, HENRY
MARA, FRANCIS
McNAMARA, WILLIAM
MCVEIGH, PETER
RE(;AN, WILLIAM
RYAN, THOMAS
SPRIN(;ER, WILLIAM 20
Bmw, DOMINIC
BOYLE, ALFRED
BUSSE, HERMAN
BU'l'l,ER, ] OSEPH
SECOND CLASS-Division A.
CONNEMA, EDWARD
CONNERS, ] OHN
CONNOLLY, JOHN
CURRIE, CHARLES
CURRIE, HARRY
DETMER, EUGENE
DODDY, JOHN
EGGERS, JOHN
ENNEKING, GEORGE
FINKE, ALOYSIUS
FISCHER, PETER
FOLZ, GEORGE
FORRESTER, JOHN
GREIWE, WILLIAM
HACKMANN, WILLIAM
HELLEBUSH, CLEMENT
HELMERS, HARRY
HOPPE, HENRY
LONGLAND, JOHN
MCAROY, JAMES
MCAROY, JOHN
McBREEN, JAMES
MEEHAN, ROBERT
MORAN, THOMAS
21
MULLER, EUGENE
PRUES, GEORGE
PUND, HENRY
QUINN, JOSEPH
RHEINBOLDT, FRANCIS
RIECKELMAN, JOSEPH
RONNEBAUM, JOHN
SCHADEL, CHARLgS
STRICKER, JACOB
SWIFT, JOHN
THEISSEN, JOSEPH
VONDERAHE, GEORGE H.
VON LAHR, JOHN
WARLEY, FRANCIS
WELSH, MARTIN
WHITE, MICHAEL
WIECK, HARRY
WOESMANN, THEODORE
ZEHNDER, MARTIN
47
SECOND CLASS - Division B.
ABBOTT, JAMES
ALTENBURG, ANTHONY
BARRETT, CHARLES
BROERMANN, HERMAN
BUTLER, JAMES
BYRNES, JAMES
COLEMAN, ANDREW
COLEMAN, JOHN
COLLETT, JOSEPH
CONWAY,. MICHAEL
COYNE, MICHAEL
DELANEY, ROBERT
DEMAND, MATTIE
DUNIGAN, JAMES
FOLEY, PATRICK
GUYNAN, JOHN
HAMBERG, HENRY
HOGAN, GEORGE
HUNT, WILLIAM
JACOBS, JOSEPH
KELLY, JOHN
LAMPING, FRANCIS
LEAHEY, TIMOTHY
MACKE, GEORGE
McAvoY, EDWARD
MCDONOUGH, JAMES
MCGREEVEY, CORNELIUS
MEYER, E. CARLOS
NASH, JOHN
NIEHAUS, JOSEPH
NIESEL, JOSEPH
PURCELL, EDWARD
22
RYA~, JOHN
RYAN, JOHN B.
WESS, JOHN
WHELAN, JOHN
WIER, EDMUND
WIT1'l~, LEO
WORST, JOSJt':PH
39
BARNES, GEORGE
BARNES, WARDEN
BILL, BERNARD
CLEMENTS, WILLIAM
COOK, CHARLES
DASSELL, HENRY
ENNEKING, .EDWARD
FOLZ, WILLIAM
GILLON, WILLIAM
GUNNING, ROBERT
HAGEDORN, HENRY
HELLEBUSH, JOSEPH
HURMANN, FRANCIS
KAUFFMAN, CHARLES
THIRD CLASS.
KORN, MICHAEL
LAMMERS, CLEMENT
LOUIS, FRANCIS
OVERBERG, JOHN
RHEINBOLDT, ALOYSIUS
RIECKELMAN, WILLIAM
ROTERT, HENRY
SCHRODER, BERNARD
SCHULTE, HENRY
SWIFT, WILLIAM
TEMPLETON, CHARLES
WIGGERINGBOH, EDWARD
WILLIAMS, HARRY
SUMMARY.
27
Collegiate Department,
Academic Department,
Business Department,
Grammar Department,
10
123
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
AND
Distribution of Premiums,
FOR THE SESSION
1877-1878.
The Degree of Maste1' of Arts was conferred on
WILLIAM O'BRIEN, A. B., LL. B.,
FREDERIC A. LAMPING, A. B., LL. B.
The Degree of Bachelor of Arts was confe1'red on
JOHN H. BLAU,
CHARLES J. BOEH,
THEODORE A. BRUHL,
ADOLPH GRIMM,
HENRY ROWEKAMP,
CHARLES F. SCHRODER.
On February 22d the Honorary Deg1'ee of Maste1' of
~ Arts was confe1-red on
J. R.· WEIST, M. D., OF RICHMOND, IND.
FOR THE CATECHETICAL ESSAY, WAS AWARDED T()
LEDYARD LINCOLN.
WILLlAl\f WALSH,
NEXT IN MERIT:
ALBERT REINHART, RICHARD CORCORAN.
SUBJECT:
The Real Presence.
DONOR:
REV. HERMANN FERNEDING.
THE {fOLD qvl.EDAL,
FOR THE ENGLISH ESSAY, WAS AWARDED TO'
WILLIAM LITTLEFORD.
NEXT IN MERIT:
WILLIAM OVERBECK, FRANCiS LASANCE.
SUBJECT:
Dark Spots in O'l1/P Early History.
DONOR:
VERY REV. E. H. BRANDTS,
VICAR GENERAL OF COVINGTON.
FOR THE BEST LATIN EXAMINATION, WAS AWARDED TO
LEDYARD LINCOLN.
NEXT IN MERIT:
WILLIAM OVERBECK, JOHN KUHLMANN, CHARLES WORPENBERG.
DONOR:
MR. JOS. H ROGERS.
FOR EXCELLENCE IN ELOCUTION, WAS AWARDED TO
LOUIS KELLINGER.
NEXT IN MERIT:
WILLIAM OVERBECK, ALBERT REINHART.
DONOR:
A FRIEND OF EDUCATION.
CLASSICAI.J COURSE.
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.
CLASS OF PHILOSOPHY.
THE HONORS OF THE GRADUATING CLASS Wl';RE WON BY
ADOLPH GRIMM.
CLASS OF RHETORIC.
. NtJiflences oj' Beligio'n.
First Premtitm:
Second "
Dt"stt"nguished:
"
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
Distz'nguished:
"
WILLIAM WALSH,
HERMAN OLDEGEERJNG,
AUGUSTUS PECKSKAMP,
BERNARD GREIFENKAMP,
JOHN HEMANN,
JAMES MOLONY.
Latin.
LOUIS KELLINGER,
JAMES MOLONY,
BERNARD y.REIFENKAMP,
HERMAN OLDEGEERING.
F£rst Premz'um :
Second "
DisNnguished:
"
Greek.
LOUIS KELLINGER,
BERNARD GREIFENKAMP,
HERMAN OLDEGEERING,
JAMES MOLONY.
Precepts.
Ft'rst Premt'u1tl: WILLIAM OVERBECK,
{
WILLIAM WALSH,
Second Premz'u11t ex cequo:
. HERMAN OLDEGEERING,
Distinguished: J AMES MOLONY,
" LOUIS KELLINGER,
" BERNARD GREIFENKAMP.
Original Oomposition.
First Premz'um:
Second "
DisHnguz'shed:
"
WILLIAM WALSH,
WILLIAM OVERBECK,
JAMES MOLONY,
HERMAN OLDEGEERING,
LOUIS KELLINGER,
JOHN HEMANN.
Mathem,atics.
First Prem£um: GEORGE BAST,
{
CHARLES HUMMEL,
Second Premtit1Jl ex aquo: J M
AMES OLONY,
Disti1zguz'shed: HERMAN OLDEGEERING,
" BERNARD GREIFENKAMP,
, , LOUIS KELLINGER.
Natural P'hilosophy.
Pt'nt Premt'um:
Second "
GEORGE BAST,
BERNARD GREIFENKAMP,
.Distz'ngut"shed:
"
"
"
Ft"rst Premzitm :
Second "
.Dt"stt'nguzslzed:
"
"
"
J AMES MOLONY,
LOUIS KELLINGER,
HERMAN OLDEGEERING,
CHARLES HUMMEL.
Ohemistry,
GEORGE BAST,
JAMES MOLONY,
CHARLES HUMMEL,
BERNARD GREIFENKAMP,
JOHN HEMANN,
LOUIS KELLINGER.
Premium lor Distinctions.
JOHN HEMANN, 3.
CLASS OF POETRY.
Evi(lences 01 Religion.
Ft"rst Premium:
Sec01zd "
Distinf{Uzslzed:
"
"
"
Fint Premium:
Second "
Dzs#nguzshed:
"
"
"
ALBERT REINHART,
RICHARD CORCORAN,
JOHN KUHLMANN,
FRANCIS LASANCE,
ALBERT DIERCKES,
FRANCIS MOORMANN.
Latin.
JOHN KUHLMANN,
LEDYARD LINCOLN,
RICHARD CORCORAN,
ALOYSIUS KOHMESCHER,
ALBERT DIERCKES,
FRANCIS LASANCE.
"
First Premzitm :
Second "
Distinguished:
"
"
"
First Premzum :
Second "
Distinguished:
"
"
"
Greek.
RICHARD CORCORAN,
LEDYARD LINCOLN,
J OHN KUHLMANN,
ALOYSIUS KOHMESCHER,
FRANcrs LASANCE,
ALBERT DIERCKES.
Precepts.
RICHARD CORCORAN,
LEDYARD LINCOLN,
FRANCIS LASANCE,
FRANCIS MOORMANN,
JOHN KUHLMANN,
ALOYSIUS KOHMESCHER.
OriginaZ Oomposition.
First Premzum :
Second "
Distinguished:
"
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
.Distinguis/zed :
"
"
"
RICHARD CORCORAN,
LEDYARD LINCOLN,
FRANCIS LASANCE,
ALBERT REINHART,
FRANCIS MOORMANN,
JOSEPH RIELAG.
French.
ALOYSIUS KOHMESCHER,
FRANCIS MOORMANN,
JOHN KUHLMANN,
FRANCIS SEBASTIANI,
ALBERT REINHART,
WILLIAM HOPPE.
First Premium ..
Second "
Distinguished ..
"
"
"
Mathematics.
WILLIAM HOPPE,
JOHN KUHLMANN,
LEDYARD LINCOLN,
OSCAR O'KANK,
FRANCIS M6oRMANN,
RICHARD CORCORAN.
FRANCIS LASANCE, S.
ALBERT DIERCKES, 3.
Extra Work in Olassics.
First Premium:
Second "
Dis#nguished:
"
"
"
JOHN KUHLMANN,
LEDYARD LINCOLN,
RICHARD CORCORAN,
ALBERT DIKRCKES,
FRANCIS MOOI{MANN,
WILr.IAMLI'I'TLF~FOlU).
CLASS OF HUMANITIES.
Ohristian Doctrine.
First Premium:
Second "
Di'stinguislled:
"
"
"
Ii't'rst Premium:
Second "
FRANCIS MARA,
CHARLES KOEHl,ER,
JnSEPH ARZENO,
CHARLES WORPENBERt;,
C;EORGE KUHLMANN,
AUWSIU8 AUSTIN('.
Latin.
CHARLES W ORPENBERG,
JOSEPH AH.ZENO,
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Dzstinguzshed:
"
"
"
FRANCIS MARA,
FRANCIS LANG,
THOMAS HART,
GEORGE KUHLMANN.
Greek.
Fzrst Premzitm ..
Second "
Distinguished ..
"
"
"
CHARLES WORPENBERG,
JOSEPH ARZENO,
FRANCIS MARA,
THOMAS HART,
GEORGE KUHLMANN,
ALOYSIUS A USTING.
. Fzrst Premium:
Second "
Dz'st£nguished ..
"
"
English.
JOSEPH ARZENO,
CHARLES WORPENBERG,
JOSEPH HOGAN,
FRANCIS MARA,
JOHN GALVIN,
ALOYSIUS AUSTING.
French.
"
"
"
Fzrst PremiU11't : CHARLES WORPENBERG,
FRANCIS LANG,
JOSEPH ARZENO,
THOMAS HART,
ALOYSIUS AUSTlNG,
JOSEPH HOGAN.
Histo'l·y.
First PremiU11t: FRANCIS LANG,
{
FRANCIS MARA,
Second Premz'u,m ex cequo.. F
JOHN oss,
Distinguished: GEORGE KUHLMANN,
" CHARLES WORPENBERG,
, , JOSEPH ARZENO.
Second "
Dz'stingztz'shed:
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Mathe1Jtfl,tieH.
First Premium:
Second "
LJisti1lguislted:
"
"
"
JOHN GALVIN,
CHARLES WIJRPENBERG,
CHARLES Km':HLEI{,
GEORGE KUHLMANN,
WILLIAM TOBIN,
ALOYSIUS AUSTINll.
Prem'iums lor Dist'inl:tio'fl,s.
ALOYSIUS A USTING, 4,
GEORGE KUHLMANN, 4,
THOMAS HART, 3,
JOSEPH HOI;AN, 3.
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT,
FIRST CLASS.
Clvrist'[a/n Doctri1w.
fli't'sf Premium:
Second "
nZ:r;til1guz:r;!zed:
"
"
"
First Prcmiulll :
Second "
Distz'llg111:r;llcd:
"
"
"
HUI;H.l{YAN,
MICHAEL KELLY,
MARTIN BROWN,
GEORGE BEALER,
MICHAEL CC)1{CORAN,
JOHN HICKEY.
MICHAEL KELLY,
MICHAEL C(lHC~ORAN,
GEOlH:E SCHRODEI<,
DENIS MCGUIRE,
JAMES BAUMANN,
MARTIN BROWN.
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Greek.
First Premt'um:
Second "
Distinguished:
"
"
First Premz'zan:
Second "
Distinguished:
"
"
"
MICHAEL KELLY,
MICHAEL CORCORAN,
MARTIN BROWN,
GEORGE SCHRODER,
JOSEPH DROPPELMANN,
GEORGE BEALER.
MICHAEL KELLY,
BERNARD OTTING,
MICHAEL CORCORAN,
GEORGE SCHRODER,
DENIS MCGUIRE, •
JOHN HICKEY,
History and GeograZJhy.
{
MICHAEL KELLY,
First Premium ex (equo: H T
ENRY ANSEY,
Dz'stinguished: HUGH RYAN,
" JOHN HICKEY,
" MICHAEL CORCORAN,
, , GEORGE SCHRODER,
Algebra.
First Premtitm: BERNARD OTTING,
Second" MICHAEL KELLY,
Distinguished: GEORGE SCHRODER,
" MICHAEL CORCORAN,
" HENRY LANGE,
" HENRY TANSEY.
Ft"rst Premium:
Second "
Distingzdslzed :
"
"
"
Book-Keeping.
BERNARD OTTING,
DENIS McGUIRE,
MICHAEL KELLY,
JAMES BAUMANN,
MARTIN BROWN,
MICHAEL CORCORAN.
Penmanshfip.
"
"
Distt'nguislzed:
{
JAMES BAUMANN,
First Premium ex cequo : BERNARD OTTING,
HUGH RYAN,
GEORGE BEALER,
BERNARD SCHRODER,
MARTIN NEVILLE.
Premiums for Distinctions.
GEORGE SCHRODER, 7,
MARTIN BROWN, 4,
GEORGE BEALER, 3,
JOHN HICKEY, 3.
SECOND CLASS.
Ohristian Doctrine.
First Premium:
Second "
Distinguished:
"
"
"
"
"
FRANCIS LAMPING,
THOMAS NOLAN,
GEORGE VONDERAHE,
HENRY HURMANN,
JOHN KELLY,
WILLIAM BABBITT, .
WILLIAM WaLKING,
CHARLES BURCKART.
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Latin.
First Premium:
Second "
Dz'stz"nguished:
"
"
"
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
Dz'stinguished :
"
"
"
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
Distinguished:
"
"
"
"
"
WILLIAM WOLKING,
BERNARD OTTING,
THEODORE FREY,
CLEMENT Voss,
JOSEPH SHEE,
MICHAEL EILERS,
J AMES KINSELLA,
HENRY HURMANN.
G'l'eelfJ.
CLEMENT Voss,
WILLIAM WOLKING,
BERNARD OTTING,
THEODORE FREY,
MICHAEL. EILERS,
HENRY H UR'MANN,
JOSEPH SHEE,
GEORGE LAMMERT.
English.
J AMES KINSELLA,
WILLIAM WOLKING,
JOSEPH.SHEE,
FRANCIS LAMPING,
THEODORE FREY,
WILLIAM BROCKMANN,
CLEMENT Voss,
JOHN KELLY.
Histo'J'yand Geog'J·apky.
First Premium:
Second "
WILLIAM WOLKING,
WILLIAM BABBITT,
Distlnguished :
"
"
"
"
"
JOHN KELLY,
FRANCIS LAMPING,
THOMAS NOLAN,
JOSEPH SHEE,
JAMES KINSELLA,
WILLIAM BROCKMANN.
"
"
"
Fz'rst Premium: MATTHEW O'BRIEN,
{
EDWARD GREVER,
Second Premium ex (equo :
CHARLES HICKEY,
Distinguislzed: HENRY Moss,
" GEORGE VONDERAHE,
" WILLIAM BROCKMANN,
" MICHAEL EILERS,
" DANIEL HERIDER.
Pe'J~1nan8hip.
Fz'rst Premium: CLEMENT Voss,
{
DANIEL HERIDER,
Second Pretllium I'X tlfqUO : JnHN McKEOWN,
Distinguished: JAMES KINSELLA,
MICHAEL EILERS,
HENRY Moss,
EDWARD GREVER,
HENRY HURMANN.
Plf'emi'U/Jns i'01f' Distinctions.
MICHAEL EILERS, 4,
HENRY H URMANN, 4,
JOSEPH SHEE, 4,
WILLIAM BROCKMANN, 3,
THEODORE FREY, 3,
JOHN KELLY, 3,
HENRY Moss, 3.
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THIRD' CLASS.
Christian Doct1·ine.
Fz"rst Premzum :
Second "
Distt"nguz'shed:
"
"
"
"
"
First Premzum :
Second "
Dz'sfz1zguz'shed :
"
"
"
"
"
BERNARD MACKE,
BERNARD BECKER,
BERNARD PULS,
HENRY PROEPPERMANN,
JOHN WULFEKUHLE,
HENRY FOELLER,
JAMES DARMODY,
JOSEPH McKEOWN.
Latin.
HENRY PROEPPERMANN,
BERNARD BECKER,
BERNARD MACKE,
BERNARD PULS,
HENRY FOELLER,
LAWRENCE POLAND,
JOHN BYRNE,
BERNARD STEHLE.
Greek.
{
BERNARD BECKER,
Fz"1'st Premium ex c.equo:
BERNARD PULS,
Dzstinguz'shed: BERNARD MACKE,
" HENRY PROEPPERMANN,
" HENRY OTTKE,
" LAWRENCE POLAND,
" JOSEPH HOMAN,
, , JOHN BYRNE.
4°
English.
First Premium:
Second "
.Dzstz'nguished:
".
"
"
"
"
THOMAS CONNERS,
HENRY FOELLER,
BERNARD PULS,
LAWRENCE POLAND,
BERNARD STEHLE,
JOSEPH McKEOWN,
JOHN HAEFNER,
JOHN OTTKE.
History and Geography.
First Premium:
Second "
.Dzstz"nguz'shed:
"
"
"
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
Dz'stz"nguzshed:
"
"
"
THOMAS HINES,
BERNARD PULS,
BERNARD MACKE,
BERNARD BECKER,
HENRY FOELLER,
THOMAS CONNERS,
JOHN BYRNE,
JORN HAEFNER.
Arithmetic.
THOMAS HINES,
HENRY PROEPPERMANN,
BERNARD BECKER,
BERNARD MACKE,
JOSEPH McKEOWN,
JOHN HAEFNER,
JOHN WULFEKUHLE,
BERNARDlSTEHLE.
Penmanship.
Fzrst Premium: JOSEPH HOMAN,
Second " BERNARD BECKER,
nls#nguished:
"
"
"
"
"
JOHN OTTKE,
HENRYilPROEPPERMANN,
BERNARD MACKE,
CHARLES TINLEY,
FRANCIS BIDENHARN,
THOMAS HINES.
Premiums for Distinctions.
JOHN OTTKE, 4,
JOHN BYRNE, 3,
JOHN HAEFNER, 3,
JOSEPH. McKEOWN, 3,
LAWRENCEPOLAND, 3,
BERNARD STEHLE, 3.
COMMERCIAL COURSE.
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT.
SECOND CLASS.
Ohristia"" Doctrine.
First Premium:
Second "
Dlstlnguished:
"
First Premium:
Second "
Disti1zKuished:
"
THOMAS J. RYAN,
BERNARD BRAMLAGE,
JOHN PUNING,
RICHARD O'BRIEN.
English.
THOMAS J. RYAN,
RICHARD O'BRIEN,
JOHN PUNING,
BERNARD BRAMLAGE.
OriginaZ Composition.
First Premium:
Second "
Distinguished:
"
Fzi'st Premium :
.second "
THOMAS j.RYAN,
RICHARD O'BRIEN,
EMILE ]ONTE,
JOHN PUNIN(;.
Boolc-Keeping.
JOHN PUNING,
THOMAS J. RYAN,
Distinguished ..
"
First Premium:
Second "
Distinguished:
"
First Premium ..
Second "
DisNnguzshed :
"
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BERNARD BRAMLAGE,
RICHAR,D O'BRIEN.
Arithmetic.
THOMAS J. RYAN,
JOHN PUNING,
RICHARD O'BRIEN,
BERNARD BRAMLAGE.
Penmanship.
~MILE J ONTE,
MICHAEL MCGUIRE,
RICHARD O'BRIEN,
JOHN PUNING.
GRAMMAR DEPARTMENT.
FIRST CLASS.
Christian Doct'l"ine.
First Premium:
Second "
Dzstz"nguished ..
"
"
. "
First Premium ..
Second "
Distinguzshed :
"
"
"
JOHN CARNEY, .
MICHAEL DUMLER,
BERNARD HAARMEYER,
WILLIAM REGAN,
JAMES CONNERS,
HENRY KLINCKHAMER.
Grammo/r.
JOHN CARNEY,
PETER MCVElGH,
JAMES CONNERS1
WILLIAM REGAN,
PETER HANLON,
THOMAS E: RYAN.
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HistoIJ'y and Geography.
FIrst Premlum :'
Second "
Dls#nguished :
"
"
"
.Fint P1'emium :
Second "
Distinguislted :
"
"
"
FIrst Premium:
Second "
Dist£nguislud :
"
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
Distinguished:
"
"
"
BERNARD HAARMEYER,
JOHN CARNEY,
PETER HANLON,
. PETER MCVEIGH,
JAMES CONNERS,
HENRY KLINCKHAMER.
PETER MCVElt;H,
THOMAS E. RYAN,
MICHAEL DUMLER,
JOHN CARNEY,
J AMES CONNERS,
WILLIAM McNAMARA.
Arith'fl'tetic.
HENRY KLINCKHAMER,
J AMES CONNERS,
BERNARD HAARMEYER,
PETER HANLON,
PETER MCVEIGH,
WILLIAM McNAMARA.
Penmanship.
MICHAEL· DUMLER,
BERNARD HAARMEYER,
THOMAS E. RYAN,
HENRY LANGE,
JOHN CARNEY,
JAMES CONNERS.
.Premium fo'l" Distinctions.
PETER HANLON, 3.
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SECOND CLASS.-Division A.
Ohristian Doctrine.
F£rst Prem£um ..
Second Prem£um
Dlstinguished ..
"
"
"
"
Flrst Pnmium :
Second "
Dz'sNnguished ..
"
"
"
"
"
JOSEPH 9-UINN, .
{
ALFRED BOYI,.,E,
ex cequo... _
_ JOHN DaDDY,
GEORGE ENNEKING,
HENRY HOPPE,
- EUGENE DETMER,
J ORN CONNERS,
JOHN EGGERS.
Grammar.-
CHARLES CURRIE,
HA.R:RY CURRIE,
HENRY HO:pPE,
EUGENE MULLER,
JOHN DODDY,
EUGENE DETMER,
J ORN EGGERS,
JOSEPH QUINN.
History and Geography.
Flrst Premt"um.. HENRY HOPPE,
{ JORN DaDDY,Second Premium ex fBqUO .. CHARLES CURRIE,
Distz'nguished.. EUGENE MULLER,
" HARRY -CURRIE,
" JOSEPH QUINN,
" GEORGE ENNEKING,
, , EnwARD CONNEMA.
First Premium:
Second "
Distz'ngut'shed:
"
"
"
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
Dt"stz'ngut"shed:
"
"
"
"
HENRY HOPPE,
EUGENE DETMER,
EUGENE MULLER,
HARRY HELMEI<S,
GEORGE PRUES,
THEODORE WOESMANN,
JOHEPH RIECK ELMAN ,
JOSEPH THEISSEN.
JOliN EGGERS,
THEODORE WOEHMANN,
HENRY HOPPE,
HARRY HELMERS,
EUGENE DETMER,
CLEMENT HELLI';BUSH,
G·EOR('E ENNEKING,
GEORGE H. V ONDERAHE.
Premiums for Distinctions.
GEORGE ENNEKING, 3,
EUGENE MULLER, 3.
SECOND CLASS.-Division B.
Ohristian Doct'rine.
First Premt"um :
Second "
Dt'stt'ngut'shed:
"
"
"
"
JAMES BY!tNES,
EDMUND WIER,
ANDREW COLEMAN,
CHARLES BARRETT,
JAMES ABBOTT,
PATRICK FOLEY,
ROBERT DELANEY,
JOSEPH JACOBS.
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G'I'ammar.
Fzrst Premium:
Second "
Dz~#nguished :
"
"
"
"
ROBERT DELANEY,
PATRICK FOLEY,
CHARLES BARRETT,
EDMUND WIER,
CORNELIUS MCGREEVEY,
JAMES BYRNES,
JOSEPH WORST,
J AMES BUTLER.
History and Geography.
Fzrst Premium:
Second "
Dzs#nguished:
"
"
"
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
Dzstz'nguzshed:
"
"
"
"
"
CO~NELIUS MCGREEVEY,
ROBERT DELANEY,
PATRICK FOLEY,
CHARLES BARRETT,
CARLOS MEYER,
EDWARD PURCELL,
J AMES BUTLER,
JOSEPH WORST.
Arithmetic.
PATRICK FOLEY,
JOHN NASH,
JOHN WESS,
CHARLES BARRETT,
MATTIE DEMAND,
ANDREW COLEMAN,
JOSEPH WORST,
JOHN GUYNAN.
Penmanship.
Flrst Premzum: CORNELIUS MCGREEVEY,
Second " ANTHONY ALTENBURG,
Dlstlnguz'shed:
"
"
"
"
JOHN B. RYAN, ,
JORN GUYNAN,
JAMES ABBQTT,
JOHN WESS,
CHARLES ,BARRETT,
JOHN WHELAN.
Premiums for Distinctions.
CHARLES BARRETT, 5,
JOSEPH WORST, 3.
THIRD CLASS.
Ohristian Doctrine.
Flrs! Premlum :
Second "
Distinguzshed:
"
"
First Premzum :
Second "
Dzstt"nguzsJted:
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
Dzstz"nguzshed:
"
"
FRANCIS LOUIS,
WILLIAM RIECKELMAN,
BERNARD SCHRODER,
GEORGE BARNES,
WARDEN BARNES,
Grammar.
WILLIAM RIECKELMAN,
FRANCIS LOUIS,
BERNARD SCHRODER,
EDWARD ENNEKING,
WILLIAM CLEMENTS.
Bible History.
FRANCIS LOUIS,
BERNARD SCHRO" ...R,
WILLIAM RIECKELMAN,
EDWARD ENNEKING,
GEORGE BARNES.
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GeogTaphy.
First Premium:
Second "
Distinguished:
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
Distinguished:
"
"
First Premium:
Second "
Distinguzshed:
"
"
WILLIAM RIECKELMAN,
FRANCIS LOUIS,
BERNARD SCHRODER,
GEORGE BARNES,
EDWARD ENNEKING.
Arithmetic.
WILLIAM RIECKELMAN,
FRANCIS LOUIS,
BERNARD SCHRODER,
EDWARD ENNEKING,
BERNARD BILL.
Penmanship.
BERNARD SCHRODER,
WILLIAM RIECKELMAN,
FRANCIS LOUIS,
CHARLES TEMPLETON,
EDWARD ENNEKING.
PTemiums fOT Distinctions.
EDWARD ENNEKING,S,
GEORGE BARNES, 3.
GERMAN CLASSES.
l-lRST CLASS.
First Premium: BERNARD MACKE,
Second" BERNARD OTTING)
.Dzstt'1zguished:
"
"
"
"
First Premium :
Second "
.Dzstinguz"shed:
"
"
"
First Premium :
,Sec07zd "
Distinguz:'ihed :
"
"
"
"
First Pre1llZ~U1Jl :
Second "
Distinguished ,:
"
"
'"
5°
HENRY Moss,
MICHAEL EILERS,
GEORGE SCHRODER,
WILLIAM W OLKING,
JAMES BAUMANN,
JOHN OTTKE.
SECOND CLASS.
JOHN WULFEKUHLE,
JOSEPH HOMAN,
FRANCIS BIDENHARN,
HENRY FOELLER,
BERNARD PULS,
HENRY PUND,
LOUIS SCHNEIDER.
THIRD CLASS.
MICHAEL KELLY,
MARTIN NEVILLE,
THOMAS NOLAN,
DENIS McGUIRE,
DANIEL HERIDER,
MATTHEW O'BRIEN,
EUGENE MULLER,
THOMAS E. RYAN.
FOURTH CLASS.
BERNARD SCHRODER,
ROBERT NOONAN,
GEORGE BRAY,
THOMAS HINES,
JAMES DARMODY,
MARTIN WELSH.
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The following students distinguished themselves by their good
conduct and diligent application to study during the year:
BLAU, JOHN
BOEH, CHARLES
BRUHL, THEODORE
GRIMM, ADOLPH
ROWEKAMP, HENRY
SCHRODER, CHARLES
GREIFENKAMP, BERNARD
HEMANN, JOHN
KELLINGER, LOUIS
OLDEGEERING, HER'MAN
PECKSKAMP, AUGUSTUS
WILKE, JOHN
DIERCKES, ALBERT
KOHMESCHER, ALOYSIUS
WHELAN, V\TILLIAM
WORPENBERG, CHARLES
DROPPELMANN, JOSEPH
HICKEY, JOHN
LANGE, HENRY
SCHRODER, GEORGE
HURMANN, HENRY
KELLY, JOHN
KINSELLA, JAMES
NOLAN, THOMAS
O'BRIEN, MATTHEW
OTTING, BERNARIJ
SHEE, JOSEPH
WaLKING, WILLIAM
BECKER, BERNARD
BUSSE, HERMAN
MACKE, BERNARD
PROEPPERMANN, HENRY
PULS, BERNARD
TINLEY, CHARLES
CARNEY, JOHN
DUMLER, MICHAEL
McNAMARA, WILLIAM
ALTENBURG, ANTHONY
BOYLE, ALFRED
BYRNES, JAMES
CURRIE, CHARLES
CURRIE, HARRY
DaDDY, JOHN
ENNEKING, GEORGE
FOLEY, PATRICK
MCGREEVEY, CORNELIUS
RIECKELMAN, JOSEPH
VON LAHR, JOHN
WHITE, MICHAEL
BARNES, GEORGE
BARNES, WARDEN
LOUIS, FRANCIS
RIECKELMAN, WILLIAM
SCHRODER, BERNARD
TEMPLETON, CHARLES
This list includes those only who spent the greater part of the
session in the College, and therefore many deserving students,
who entered about Easter time, or left before the close of the
session, are not mentioned.
The next session will open on Monday" September 2, 1878.
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IN
PHILOSOPHY, MATHEMATICS, RHETORIC,
CLASSICS, AND ELOCUTION,
llY
STUDENrrs OF srr. XAVIER COLLEGE,
Gincinn;n,ti, 0., }.lay, 1878.

TO THE
ARCHBISHOP OF CINCINNATI,
The rpatron of Learning and the' Friend of Youth,
This little Specimen of Class-Work IS respect-
fully dedicated.
Anyone present will be free to propose questions on the
subject-matter assigned; and, by doing so, will confer a favor
on both Students and Faculty.
CLASS OF PHILOSOPHY.
The Class will be represented by Adolph Grimm and
John Blau. The former will defend the following theses
in mental and moral philosophy:
I.
The human soul, which is man's principle of life and main-
spring of action, is a substance simple,. spiritual, and im-
mortal.
II.
lt is absolutely impossible for even God to make matter
think the thoughts,of man's mind. Hence the teaching of
Locke upon this point is false, and the School of Materialism
absurd.
III.
Human reason, with its natural means, can plainly de-
monstrate the existence of God by arguments metaphysical,
physical and moral; and Atheism in manhood, though it
may. be the scheme of malice, can never be the outcome of
ignorance.
IV.
God, who is the first cause and final term of all things, is
one, infinite, unchangeable, eternal.
V.
Civil society, the elements of which are multitude and
authority, takes its origin from God, and has God for its
last end. Its immediate duty is to watch over the outward
manifestation of moral order, and protect the rights of citi-
zens. Hence society was made on account of man-not man
on account of society.
VI.
Duelling and suicide are, of their very nature, unlawful.
MATHEMATICS.
John Blau will represent the same class in this branch.
PART I.
AS APPLIED '1'0 THE
'l!\
CONIC SECTIONS.
PARABOLA.
Equation, referred to Rectangular Axes; Tangent at any
point; Normal. -Value of the Subtangent; Subnormal. ___
Equal distances from the Focus to the point of Contact and
the Intersection of the Tangent with the Axis of Abscissas.-
Equal angles made by the Tangent with the Radius,!Vector
and a Diameter whose Vertex is the point of Contact.-
Area of a Segment of the Parabola~
ELLIPSE AND HYPERBOLA.
Equation in reference to Rectangular Axes; Tangent at
any point; Normal -Length of the Subtangent; Subnormal.
-The Angle formed by two Radius Vectors bisected by the
Normal.-Distance of the Focus from the foot of the Normal.
--Area of the Ellipse.-
ASYMPTOTES TO THE HYPERBOLA.
Diagonals of the Rectangle formed by lines drawn per-
pendicular to the Axes at their extremities; Of every Paral-
lelogram formed by drawing Tangents through the Vertices
of Conjugate Diameters.-Tangents to the Curve' at points
infinitely distant from the Center.
7PART II_
JNFINITESI,rvtAL }iALCULUS.
PRELIMINARIES.
Object of the Infinitesimal Calculus.-Continuous Number.
-Infinite.- Infinitesimal.-Axioms. --- P~ilosophical Basis
of the Calculus. .
PIFFEf\ENTIAL FALCULUS.
DIFFERENTIATION.
.Algebraic Functions; Logarithmic and Exponential; Trig-
onometrical; Circular. -Successive Differentiation; Partial.-
Differential Coefficients.
APPLICATIONS.
DEVELOPMENT OF FUNCTIONS.
Maclaurin's Theorem.-Expansion in series by his For-
mula of (a + xy\ .va +x, 1/a2 +bx, sin x, cos x, log
(I +z).-Taylor's Theorem.-Applied to developing' into
series (z+y)7L, fr'z+y; sin (x+y), cos (x+y) , log (x+)I).-
The two Theorems compared.-Their failing cases.
TANGENTS AND NORMALS TO PLANE CURVES.
Equation of the Tangent line.-Applied to the Tangent
of the Circle; Ellipse.-Equation of the Normal Line.-
Length of the Subtangent to any Curve; Tangent; Sub-
normal; Norma!. - Their lengths in the, Conic Sections.
MAXIMA AND MINIMA.
Method for finding them.-Max. Rectangle in a Triangle; .
In a Par~bola. -Max. Parabola cut from a Right Cone.-
Min. Cylinder in a Right Cone.-Max. Cone inscribed in a
Sphere.
8SUPPLEMENT.
Differential of an Arc; Area; Surface and Solid of Re-
volution.-Cortcavityand Convexity of Curves, how deter-
mined:-Criteria for Points of Inflectioi1; Multiple Points;
Cusps; Conjugate Points.-General Formula for the Evo-
lute.-Evolute of the Parabola; Ellipse; Cycloid.
INTEGRATION.
Elementary Forms. -Binomial Differentials. - Integration
by Parts; By Infinite Series; Definite Integral.-Examples.
APPLICATIONS.
RECTIFICATION AND QUADRATURE.
Rectification of the Semi-cubical Parabola; Circle; Cycloid.
--Quadrature of the Common Parabola ; Ellipse ; Circle;
Cycloid.
QUADRATURE OF SURFACES OF REVOLUTION.
Convex Surface of the Right Cone; Right Cylinder. Sur-
face of the Sphere; Paraboloid. Surface generated by the
revolution of the Cycloid around its base.
CUBATURE OF SOLIDS OF REVOLUTION.
Volume of the Right Cylinder; Prolate Spheroid; Para-
bolic Spindle. Solid produced by revolving the Cycloid
around its base.
N. B.-The respondent is expected to establish any of the propositions
indicated in the above scheme, but is not required to defend the superiority
of any s)'stel/t. The author followed is Loomis, except in those parts of the
Calculus where the theory of limits n1.uses his process to differ from that
based on the infinitesimal method.
RHETORIC CLASS.
The Class will be represented by William Overbeck and
William Walsh.
The object of the Rhetoric Class is the study of Oratory,
of Historical Composition, and of the higher species of
Poetry. No specialties are pursued, and the matter here
assigned is part of what the grade of the Class requires; in
addition to the study of Latin, Greek, and English models
and the practice corresponding to the same-Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry, etc.
The Text-book for precepts is Blair's Rhetoric, which is
supplemented by Lectures, Explanations or Dictations by
the Professor. These form the basis of the following subjeC't-
matter:
PRECEPTS OF RHETORIC.
PART 1. ORATORICAL COMPOSITION.
Pre!iminarJI.
ELOQUENOE.
I. Definition. a Conviction and Persuasion.
b Objections to Eloquence.
2. Degrees of Eloquence.
3. Whence it springs. Consequences.
ARTICLE 1.
Conduct 0.1 a Discourse itl all its Parts.
1. INTRODUCTION.
a Its Object and Scope. b Its Kinds. c Its Rules.
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2. PROPOSITION-DIVISION-NARRATION.
a Advantages. b Rules. c Qualities.
3. REASONING.
A Finding of Arguments.
a The use and value of the Topics. They assist invention.
b Arguments drawn from them.
E Rules for the proper disposition of arguments.
4. PATHETIC PART.
S. PERORATION.
SUFPLEJY.[ENTARY.
1. Oratorical Precautions.
.2. Analysis and Synopsis.
ARTICLE II.
3. Illustration.
4. Presumptions.
Pronunc£ation or Delivery.
Requisites for being understood.
I. Loudness.
2. Distinctness.
3. Slowness.
4. Proper Pronunciation.
Requisites for pleasing.
I. Pauses.
2. Emphasis.
3. Tones.
4. Action.
N. B.-The minutiae of gesture appertain to the Class of Elocution.
Appendix.
The Exercise of the Memory.
ARTICLE III.
Improvement in Eloquence.
I. Its Dignity and Excellence.
a Perfection. b Mediocrity.
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2. Means of Improving-
A Moral Qualifications.
B Knowledge requis·ite.
C Industry and Application.
D Attention to Models.
a Written and spoken language.
E Frequency of Composing and Speaking.
a Directions for the same.
F Study of Critical Writers.
a Ancient Original Authors.
ARTICLE IV.
Comparative Merit of the Andents and the Moderns.
Ancients and moderns compared.
A A remarkable Phenomenon.
B Of decrying ancient classics.
C Implicit veneration of them.
D Favorable circumstances of ancient times.
a Good writing now not so difficult.
b Recommendation of ancient classics.
ARTICLE V.
Different Kinds of Publ'ic Speaking.
Distinguishing characteristics of each.
1. ELOQUENCE OF POPULAR ASSEMBLIES. (GENERAL PRECEPTS.)
A Its Object.
B Its Foundation.
C Speaking against ~conviction.
D Preparatfon.
a Discourses read.
b Discourses memorized.
c Discourses given extempore.
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~ E Style and Expression.
a Warmth suited to the subject.
b Warmth counterfeited-.
c Warmth carried too far.
d Regard for the public ear.
e Decorums of time, place, etc.
II. ELOQUENCE OF THE BAR. (GJ<:NJ<~RAL PRJ<:CIWTS.)
I. Difference between it and Popular Eloquence.
2. Orations of Cicero and Demosthenes as Models.
3. Requisites for a Lawyer's Success.
4. Directions for Speaking at the Bar.
a Calm~ess. d Conciseness.
b Verbosity. e Candor.
c Distinctness. f Proper Warmth.
Appendix-A lawyer's moral obligations.
III. ELOQUENCE OF THE PULPIT. (GENERAL PRECEPTS.)
I. Advantages of Pulpit Eloquence.
2. Difficulties of Pulpit Eloquence.
3. Habitual View of the Object.
4. Character of the Preacher.
5. Characteristics and Rules of Pulpit Eloquence.
6. Perspicuity of Style.
7. Reading Sermons.
PART. II.-HISTORICAL COMPOSITION.
J. Nature and Division of History.
2. Laws.
a Truth. b Unity. c Impartiality and Reflections.
3. Requisites for tracing Actions and Events to their
Springs.
4. Qualities of Historical Narration.
a Clearness. b Gravity. c Interest.
S. Selection of Details.
6. Introduction of Harangues.
7. Drawing of Characters.
8. Inferior Kinds of Historical Composition.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.
As a proof that Practice has kept pace with Precepts, and
that attention to Models has accompanied the study of Rhet-
orical Rules, each of the young gentlemen will give an ex-
ample of his ability by an off-hand composition, the subject
of which may be assigned in the Hall, by anyone in at..
tendance at the Specimen. The result will be presented be-
fore the close of the evening.
The only recommendation offered to those who will be
kind enough to assign themes is, that since this is a test in
Original Composition, and not of universal information, the
. subjects assigned be sllch as are adapted to the capacity and
information of young men.
Conformably to the Precepts studied, and the kind of exer-
cises required in Class, the following classes of subjects are
suggested:
I. Exordium, Narration, Refutation, Peroration, Etc., of a
speech on a given theme, or the various parts combined
in a Discourse, v. g.
A Exordium of a speech urging the removal of political
disabilities, or the acceptance of an unpopular measure
by constituents.
B Narration, Description, Tableaux, e. g.
Encounter of Milo and Glodius. The Fine Arts.
Life and Death. Power of Music.
e .Reasoning. Application of the Topics, v. g.
a Cases of theft, murder and forgery.
(Arguments drawn from Definition.)
b On laws prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors,-
the effects of Drunkenness.
(Arguments from enumeration of parts.)
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c Eulogy of Eloquence. .
(Arguments from cause and effect.)
D. Pathetz'c Part, v. g.
The Exile.-The Power of Conscience.-Pagan Moth-
er's Appeal to her Christian Child to abandon the Faith.
E Peroration, v. g. American Youth Exhorted to Patriotism.
F Refutation of such statements as:
Suicide is a sign of courage.
Duelling ought to be encouraged.
It is not lawful to kill another in self-defense.
2. Eloquence of Popular Assemblies, v. g.
Debates; Panegyrics; Inaugural and Farewell Addresses;
; Speeches at the opening of Public Institutions; Laying
of Corner-stones; Jubilee Celebrations, etc.
3. Eloquence of the Bar (Rhetorical Part only), v. g.
Prosecution, Defense, Charge to the Jury, Appeals,
Applications for Release.
4· Eloquence of the Pulpit (Rhetorical Part only), v. g.
Human glory vain and fleeting. On Repentance.
5. Historical Composltion, v. g.
Passages suited to the style and spirit of Historical
Writing, on
The Death of Regulus. The Roman Gladiator.
CLASS OF POETRY.
The object of this class is the study of the nature of poe-
try, the different species of poetical composition, and of
essay writing as an introduction to discourses.
The class will be represented by Ledyard Lincoln and
John Kuhlmann who present themselves for examination in
the following parts.of the classics:
MATTER.
Virgil's iEneid -Books II., and VI.
. Homer's Iliad-Books 1., IlL, and VI.
LATIN. iENEID II.
A---I. Laocoon and the Trojan Horse--40.
2. Story of the Spy Sinon-6o and 160.
3. Prodigy of the two Serpents-zOo.
B-- [. The Ghost of Hector-27°.
2. Troy in flames--300.
3. Struggle at the Palace--440.
4. Fate of Priam-550.
5.Fall of Troy--624·
C- L Anchises consents to leave the burning city
--690.
iENEID VI.
A-The Sibyl in her cell--40, 80. "Procul, 0, procul
este profanz'''-z58. Charon the Ferryman--300. Pali-
nurus' storY-350.
B--Minos judging the Shades-430. Dido-450.
Deiphobus' storY--494·
C--Tisiphone guarding the gates of hell- 550.
Hell open--573' Classes of men in hell--600.
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D-The Elysian Fields--640. Classes of the blest--
66o. }Eneas meets the Shade of his father-684.
Virgil's views on future punishments and rewards-
730. Roman History foreshadowed-Tribute to Au-
gustus--760.
GREEK ILIAD 0-100).
Apollo's Priest at the camp to ransom his daughter-
rebuffed, 12-26. Prayer of the afflicted father by the
sea-shore, 33. Enraged Apollo strides down the moun-
tain dealing pestilence throughout the camp, 44. The
Council summoned, 60. Achilles, Calchas the Sooth-
sayer, Agamemnon.
ILIAD III (I~IOO).
The Armies marching· to battle, 1-15. Paris and
Menelaus, 20, 30. Hector's rebuke and Paris' reply,
60. The challenge, 70.
ILIAD VI.
A-I. Prowess of individual heroes in the general
combat, 5.
2. Helenus' advice to Hector and }Eneas, 77.
B--Epz'sode-Warriors shake hands, 120, 215, 230.
C-Episode--I. Hecuba comes to meet Hector, 254.
2. Procession of Trojan matrons to the
Temple, 297.
3. Hector, Paris and Helen, 340.
4. Hector in search of Andromache,
376-400.
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PRACTICE.
QUESTIONS CLASSIFIED:
A. Translation.
B. Accurate parsing.
C. Analysis of sentences-syntactical, logical,vrketoricat
D. Poetic construction rendered in prose.
E. Derivation and signification of words.
F. Prosody-scanning.
G. Parallels in other Epics.
H. Ionic forms changed into Attic Greek.
1. Biographical, mythological and rhetorical questions
arising from the passages proposed for translation.
REFERENCES FOR PRECEPTS:
1. Yenni-Latin Grammar.
2. Goodrich--Greek Grammar.
3. Arnold's Prose Composition.
4. Blair's Rhetoric.
CLASS DRILL IN ELOCUrrION.
GESTURE.
Position.
Movement.
Lower Limbs and Feet.
Arm and Hand.
Facial Expressio,n.
Repose and Animation.
Action Oratorical, and Action Dramatic.
VOICE.
Breathings.
Stress--radical, median, vanishing.
Pitch', Slides and Waves.
Accent and Emphasis.
Transition and Cadence.
Monotony.
READING: Brutus and Cassius (Shakspeare), Wm. Overbeck.
DECLAMATION: Inkermann (George Miles), Louis Kellinger.



